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Crossroads

Last November the Murals & More committee
contacted me about submitting a proposal for artwork
for one of the skywalks in downtown Cedar Rapids.
Murals & More: The Cedar Rapids Mural Trail is a
nonprofit whose mission is to “[c]elebrate our
community with public art as the medium and local
architecture as the framework.” The design was to
reflect the people, culture, and spirit of Cedar Rapids.

I walked through the skywalk and along streets
nearby and saw a vibrant, diverse, bustling
community. I noted the variety of skin tones and
knew I would need to mix a variety of colors when I
started to paint. Murals & More says, “In the years to

come, we
envision people traveling along the mural trail, not only enjoying
art, but learning about our community as well.” I wanted my
design to reflect the members of the community and the daily
actions that are central to our lives.

In my sketches I started collecting figures into groups of four or
five, drawing them animated and walking, interacting on the
skywalk. I had to focus on the characters and let them speak.
Eventually their stories started to emerge and so the journey
began, taking about a month onandoff to complete. Meditation
and prayer gave me focus on what I wanted to say.

The sculpture itself started as sixteen sheets of clear Lexan™
polycarbonate plastic, a material I chose for its durability. The first
time I saw Lexan™ was at a convenience store where it was used
as a security barrier to protect the cashier from robbers. To form
this tough material into the outlines of a sculpture, my son Devin
used my sketches to prepare the computer files that PlexiCraft
needed to cut the panels to shape.

I used a projector to blow up my sketches in order to draw the
figures on large 4' x 6' white paper. I transferred those onto the
shaped Lexan™ with black paint, drawing with a brush, thick and

Lexan™ cutouts in Shelby’s living
room reminded Devin of the Home

Alone “Christmas party” scene

Walking, rolling, and dancing along the skywalk
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(continued)

thin lines. Then I could cut up the paper drawings into stencils to
block out areas of the Lexan™ for spray painting. These paints
were designed for plastic, and translucent to give a stainedglass
effect.

After painting was done, driver Tony made two trips with his glass
truck to transport the panels. He knew how to load the Lexan™ on
the specialized truck, just like glass for a window, vertically and all
wedged in to avoid scratches. Downtown in Cedar Rapids, workers
Riley and William installed the panels by drilling holes in the
plastic and bolting them onto a system of steel bars welded to the
outside of the skywalk.

The finished sculpture has eight sections with two sheets of
Lexan™ used for each. Half of the panels are on each side, with 40
figures in total. The plan is to add LED lights in different rotating
colors someday. I hope to be able to drive by at night and see the
lighting as that is part of the art.

You can meet the sculpture’s cast of characters on the following
pages and see them “in person” on 3rd Street Southeast in
downtown Cedar Rapids. Thank you to everyone, named here and
unnamed, who was part of bringing them to the skywalk. A big thank you to daughter Shelby, granddaughter
Emma, and grandson Sam for putting up with the creative spirit in their laundry room the first week
(drawing) and patio the second week (painting). Family dog Rigby stood by me the whole time and kept
Gracie the cat from knocking over the figures while on the patio.

The sculpture is named “Diversity in Motion at a Downtown Cedar Rapids Crossroads” as it shows the daily
life of Cedar Rapids with the comings and goings of dreams in
action. It blends many downtown entities – businesses, city and
county services, and gathering places where all are welcome.

Spray painting on the patio, sections
masked off with paper and tape

Getting panels ready for delivery



Cast of characters

What stories can you imagine for them?
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• Office workers
• Young mother with baby
• Older woman (representing me!)

remembering being a mother
(Shown from outside the skywalk)

• Father corralling his 3yearold
daughter who wants to go the
other way

• Quaker Oats man making
deliveries on his bicycle with a
child leading the way
(Shown on the patio after painting)



Cast of characters (p. 2)
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• Hotel clerk in uniform
• Kids darting around people

carrying coffee
(Shown from inside the skywalk)

• Bicycle police securing the
skywalk

• Mother and daughter
• Boy running to practice
• Student listening to music

(Photo courtesy of Lois Albrecht)
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• Couple shopping
• Coffee drinker thinking about a

presentation
• Exerciser walking in rhythm
• Colleagues contemplating a

project
(Photo courtesy of Lois Albrecht)

• Man in wheelchair going to work
• A grandpa enjoying the freedom

of the little dancer
• Ballerina
• Older woman remembering when

she was a dancer
• Shopper

Cast of characters (p. 3)
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• Young man going to work
• Boy going to soccer practice
• Woman in headscarf going to work
• Man looking through binoculars and woman

wondering what he sees

• Musician talking to agent about the next gig
• Shopper
• Artist painting, with onlookers watching the

progress

Interactive art

Left: The binocular “lenses” are clear. What’s he looking at?
Some people on the skywalk have been stepping up to see!

Right: What is the artist painting? I left the “canvas” clear –
people on the skywalk can see through it to people on the
street, and vice versa. (Photo courtesy of Lois Albrecht)

Cast of characters (p. 4)
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Skywalk Studying

People often return to Iowa City and ask me to paint a
meaningful place. They have many fond memories and
often I put them in the background involved in the scene.
This creates their story.

(My recent paintings are shown in Iowa Artisans
Gallery at 207 East Washington Street in Iowa City.)

Hamburg Inn

High Ground Cafe

A poet friend of mine commissioned this creative
portrait of her family’s old homestead out east. She
provided a photograph and I had fun painting it in
an intuitive style, bringing out the character in an
old house. The brothers and sisters out front are
coming home as adults but I made them small, with
the house tall across the yard, remembering it as
children growing up there. Late afternoon lighting
suggested colors in its beautiful weathered wood.

Some students in my watercolor class were from
the same town in New York and recognized the
house – one of them had even been inside it. They
arranged to meet and reminisce with my friend
who grew up there. Good stories are connections!

If this house could talk...

Iowa City
scenes

Game Day Hamburg Inn

County records say the house was built in 1885




